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Abstract. This paper explores data curation in a Long Term Ecological Research (LTER) setting. It describes a number of salient data characteristics that
are specific to the discipline and outlines some central features of the curation
approach cultivated within the US LTER network. It goes on to identify recent
developments within the international LTER program relating to data issues:
increasing heterogeneities due to LTER networking, integration of data from
additional disciplines, and new technologies in a changing digital landscape. Information management experience within LTER provides one example of the
recurrent balancing inherent to the work of data curation. It highlights (1) taking into account the extended temporal horizon of data care, (2) aligning support for data, science and information infrastructure, and (3) integrating site and
network level responsibilities. LTER contributes to the inquiry into how to
manage the continuity of digital data and to our understanding of how to design
sustainable information infrastructure.
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1 Introduction
This paper continues the line of work that describes and discusses data curation in
specific disciplines (e.g. [1, 2]). We focus on a program anchored by field measurements in Long Term Ecological Research (LTER), representing a long-running network effort with long-term consistent data collection, preservation and access within
the scientific community. LTER exemplifies a particular kind of setting for data curation, characterized and challenged by a long-term ecological science perspective coupled with an open data sharing policy of primary research data in a highly distributed
environment of interdisciplinary collaboration [3].
In effect, the US LTER program (http://lternet.edu) takes a ‘community approach’
to data curation [4] with data management at local levels, placing a portion of curation work close to the data sources, that is, within the realm of ongoing scientific research. This approach ensures continuous data curation activities aimed at securing

and providing access to ‘dynamic datasets’ [5] within an extended temporal horizon.
Balancing the needs of long-term data and ongoing science conduct, LTER information managers are an integral part of building information infrastructure for the network [6, 7].
The aim in this paper is to provide a detailed description of data practices in LTER,
in order to further understanding of what is at stake in actual data curation efforts of
existing research collaborations. With data curation an emerging concept, we hope to
contribute to its realization as a broad, integrative framework and as a complex role.
The paper begins by describing the US LTER program and our study approach, followed by discussion of the most salient characteristics of LTER data and an elaboration on some elements central to the LTER approach to data curation. Finally, recent
developments in LTER scientific scope and changing data practices are presented.
Concluding words are given about managing the continuity of digital data and building sustainable information infrastructure.

2 Studying the Long Term Ecological Research Program
The Long-Term Ecological Research (LTER) program was initiated in the United
States by the National Science Foundation (NSF) in 1980 to augment the more typical
ecological studies defined by short-term timeframes [3]. The central organizing aim
of the program, supported by long-term funding, is to understand long-term patterns
and processes of ecological systems at multiple spatial and temporal scales. The US
LTER network is challenged to foster this central aim while maintaining the diversity
and independence of sites that comprise the network, i.e. to preserve simultaneously
the quality of site science and joint network activities. The network has grown gradually both in size nationally and internationally as well as in scope to address global
issues of great human concern. We use LTER to describe a global network of networks, representing existing and developing local, national, and regional sites, platforms, and networks.
Our interest in LTER lies particularly in its information management. Data issues
have been on the LTER agenda since the beginning of the network, and over the years
their importance has increased, as reflected in the transition from the name of ‘data
management’ to that of ‘information management’ [8]. Using extensive ethnographic
fieldwork [9], a longitudinal study initiated in 2002 within the US LTER network
continues today. Growing material corpus provides rich data for both individual and
collaborative analyses. The quotes for this paper are from interviews, information
managers are denoted by (IM) and scientists by (S). Currently the authors are involved in various aspects of the LTER program. Karasti as a participant in the nascent
Finnish LTSER network, Baker as an information manager with two US LTER network sites and co-lead of an NSF Comparative Interoperability Study, and Schleidt as
lead of the ALTER-Net work package entrusted with the design of a data and information sharing framework for LTER Europe.

3 Salient Characteristics of LTER Data
Ecological research frequently deals with extremely heterogeneous data: “We have a
lot of varied types of datasets. Some studies may have huge volumes of records but
not a lot of diversity, a ‘deep database’, like remote sensing. In ecological data in
general you get much smaller datasets that cover a much wider variety, ‘wide databases’. In general you are struggling with the diversity of different types of data. In
genetics, for example, in comparison, databases are deep but not as complex.” (IM)
Further complexity of ecological datasets is introduced by missing values, midcourse
modifications in sampling or procedures, addition or deletion of study parameters,
plot or habitat modification by natural or anthropogenic disturbances or changing environmental conditions, and numerous other commonplace factors that lead to data
anomalies [10]. The ramifications of this complexity of the data are of great consequence to the conduct of science and of data curation.
LTER sites collect largely observational but also experimental data that contribute
to an understanding of the local and cross-platform ecosystems. Some sites restrict
data collecting or publishing to datasets designated as ‘core’ for monitoring, whereas
other sites preserve all data collected at the study location including short-term process studies. Such ‘outdoor laboratories’ of environmental field science have a history
of manual data taking. Manual data taking allows data collectors to develop a close
understanding of and relationship with the instrument as well as the ecological site.
Arrangements are typically flexible allowing for emergent data gathering factors,
such as in-the-field category modifications. This allows for science-in-the-making
where analysis of and reflection upon the data begins already in the field or laboratory, but such flexibility creates challenges for structured data flows when modified
procedures occur while data collection continues. With such variations in collection,
datasets require continuing curation.
The “Long Term” also introduces new possibilities of and requirements for reuse
as when new questions arise to be asked of existing datasets. Even “thoughts on why
it’s being collected and should it continue to be collected [are] changing” (IM). In addition to the regular data collection, legacy datasets are recovered and curated retrospectively. Such efforts aimed at identifying and rescuing at risk datasets not only
prevent the loss of a site’s longitudinal studies but also hold the potential of enhancing the development of a long-term perspective.
In the US LTER network the expectations for data access have evolved from wellmanaged data for local site science purposes to open public access. Since the mid
1990’s, NSF has aligned LTER funding with open access policies directed toward
publicly funded scientific data [11, 12], requiring sites to have primary research data
available on the Internet two years after its collection. The recent focus on sharing
primary data online, rather than secondary/tertiary data or summaries in journal articles or reports, represents a significant expansion in scope of responsibilities moving
from the need to understand materials within a scientist’s career or within a project’s
timeframe to requirements for contextualization, preservation and access to primary
data for wider-scale reuse over longer-term timeframes.
Long-term data defies the simplistic definition of ‘reuse’ as “the use of data collected for one purpose to study a new problem” [13]. In practice, an individual long-
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term dataset can have multiple relationships with other datasets and with research
questions during its life-cycle. First, there is the ‘monitoring’ aspect of data in which
records are added periodically to a dataset. Short-term data use yields a gradually developing, more informed understanding of the local ecosystem. Analysis of annual
additions in association with other long-term datasets may lead to new hypotheses requiring more data gathering or to immediately publishable results. Second, an LTER
site provides a collaborative prompt to integrate across individual investigator topics
given overarching shared themes such as the local biome. The consequent sharing of
data is a new use of the data. Third, investigators within the US LTER network engage in cross-biome, synthetic themes that rely on site data. Fourth, both within and
outside LTER, data modelers are supported when long-term data are available. Fifth,
downloads of LTER data for reuse by non-LTER scientists, the general public and
policy makers are additional types of data reuse.
LTER data requires intensive description for reuse by non-local participants. First,
there is the variability of ecological data itself. Such heterogeneities and complexities
necessitate careful recording of contextual information starting with data planning and
subsequently during the actual data taking and data management. Second, in the context of open access, more data description is needed for (re)use situations distant from
the origin of the data: “you have certain levels of metadata … if someone within the
site was using the data, they know a lot about the whole collection system and the research system at the site, so you can give them less metadata … but to somebody outside or for somebody 20 or 30 years down the road, then it’s going to be more and
more critical that this whole story unfold.” (IM)
While description of primary scientific data has always been integral to LTER data
curation, the issue of reuse for complex and heterogeneous data has made the need for
more standardized approaches increasingly crucial. LTER sites have been faced with
transforming tacit, informal understandings of data nomenclature, methods, context,
and quality into explicit procedures incorporated into information management schemas. The LTER third decade endeavors with synthesis have brought what may be described as semantic and sociotechnical issues relating to exchange, integration, and
interoperability to the fore. Along the temporal horizon of LTER data curation, work
on these issues belongs to the prospective dimension, that is, designing for the future.

4 LTER Approach to Data Curation
LTER data curation has an extended temporal horizon. The work carried out attends
to 1) ongoing data collection and curation, to 2) retrospectively recovering legacy
datasets and 3) prospectively planning and designing enhanced possibilities for managing data [14]. The predictable, recurrent elements (1) include the immediate-term
issues of seasonal and annual cycles of data collection, entry to databases and preservation together with gathering the metadata; the near-term issues of data use and publication resulting from the two year data policy stimulus for scientists to submit their
data and metadata; and the long-term issues of data reuse and synthesis. The retrospective issues (2) of recovery of valuable datasets are not predictable but may, nevertheless, require rather urgent attention once recognized. Much of traditional ecology

has been characterized by single investigator studies with strong personal ties to data
[13]. Therefore an unknown number of datasets are still at risk to be lost, even in the
US LTER network that has been operating under a data-sharing model of science
conduct. With available data curation resources limited, a continuous evaluation of
priorities is required. The tendency is for more acute matters to take precedence. The
prospective dimension (3) of data curation requires consideration of a host of interrelated issues, such as protecting the longevity of legacy data, supporting ongoing research activities, keeping abreast with technology development, and looking for opportune funding openings. Thus, it is often impossible to coordinate with established
or fixed time scales. For example, when and how to migrate elements of an information environment remains uncharted territory. Developing the skill for juggling arrangements to bring together the various temporal dimensions into a working whole
involves a great deal of tacit knowledge about data management priorities. This capability is an integral part of an information manager’s expertise.
In US LTER, data curation is closely intertwined with information managers’ other
responsibilities of science support and information infrastructure work; the three activities together constitute what is called ‘information management’ in the US LTER
[15]. All US LTER sites carry out data curation because: “An unwritten rule is that …
data are best managed at a site by people who know them … as far as quality control
and assurance, and understanding the ways in which they were collected and the sites
where they were collected.” (IM) The value of local data curation is that the understanding, engagement, and forward planning of information management can develop
in conjunction with ecological field research and understandings, so that data directly
and immediately enriches scientific investigations while site science provides focus
for information management. Thus, a close ‘two way’ relationship is formed between
local data curation and science. Science support is not limited to provision of data and
various kinds of assistance for collaborative science conduct, information managers
also promote data sharing and curation. Information managers have adopted a proactive attitude; they engage in motivating and educating scientists about open data sharing and long-term data management. “You need to convert them into thinking that
putting data in our databank and on the web is something they really want to do. If
they don’t have the mindset that they want to share the data, it is really difficult to
make them do it… It’s been a massive process of sort of education and badgering, to
get people to think that it’s important.” (IM)
Data curation in LTER is also closely intertwined with information infrastructure
building based upon available technology. Historically, LTER has not been primarily
driven by or focused on infrastructure development per se, rather the emphasis has
been on developing technological support for the conduct of long-term science: “it’s
important that … information managers continue to come back to assessing whatever
projects they want to develop to whether it is really going to support the research at
the site” (IM). As technologies are developed at increasing speeds, staying technologically informed is an important aspect of an information managers’ work: “It is a
constant battle to stay current in technology” (IM). However, concern for the longevity of legacy data and the long-term research perspective underscore the merits of
modest and unadventurous approaches in site information management. On one hand,
incorporation of new capabilities to enhance data capture, use and preservation promises to facilitate science. Yet there is also present a concern for having in place a data-
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safe functional system, “a protecting cocoon” (IM), for maintaining the integrity and
availability of the long-term datasets. Judicious decisions about technology procurement are influenced by the features of high reliability, easy maintainability, and low
risk for long-term data management. An information manager’s foremost concern in
aligning developing technologies with existing technologies and practices is to minimize disturbance of ongoing data archival and use followed by interest in optimizing
long-term data reuse: “The experience we have had with several of our things … the
issue isn’t how you do it, it’s how do you maintain it and how do you make it so that
it is easily maintainable” (IM).
Data curation is carried out both at the local or site level and at the network level,
recognizing that each is committed to different responsibilities. Despite their seemingly unadventurous, ‘feet on the ground’ approaches with technologies, information
managers are proponents and play active roles in how technology and data management concepts are introduced and sustained at sites: “Researchers are looking at the
information manager for guidance. Information managers need to be proactive and
come up with their vision and plan for the site.” (IM) Furthermore, “the information
management community has been extremely proactive, and very responsive to demands at the network level” (S). Information managers see that their role is “really
pivotal in leading the entire LTER community in recognizing the value of information
technology and information management” (IM).
US LTER information managers have created a network level forum, an information management committee that forms a ‘Community of Practice’ [16]. Anchored by
the realities and needs of their sites that reflect the histories and specificities of site
science, information managers bring comprehension of the local settings to their network level activities: “there are legitimate reasons for some differences between site
systems” (IM) and appreciation for the heterogeneity of local infrastructures: “there is
a variety of approaches among sites, and there is strength in diversity” (IM). Awareness of the long-term provides an opportunity to develop a community with continuity that provides a reliable place for sharing and reciprocity: “It is good to see how
other sites are doing things, either as a contrast or as an idea to improve” (IM). Information managers gain knowledge through working together: “LTER information
managers have taken the time that fosters an integrative, sustainable approach with
technology, ensuring that we learn together… It’s like being mentored by the overall
group” (IM). The network level community offers an arena for collaborative information infrastructure work. Information managers have created approaches and endogenous methods for jointly designing shared infrastructures that on the one hand rely
upon inherent characteristics of the networked organization, and on the other hand
struggle with diversity and consensus [14, 15]. The network level community gives
the information managers an arena in which to develop specialist skills and professional identity at a federated scale in conjunction with the locally grounded work and
routine day-to-day practices.
To summarize, information managers in the US LTER provide support for rapidly
developing technology, data requiring continuous care and science coping with data
use in response to short-term evaluation cycles of scientific merit and long-term motive. Attending to all three - data curation, science support and information infrastructure development - at site and network levels contributes to managing the longevity
and continuity of the network’s data and infrastructure.

5 Recent Developments in LTER Scientific Scope
Global issues, such as biodiversity, climate change, and ecological sustainability, give
rise to project scaling to study complex issues of great worldwide importance. The
US LTER network has grown from the initial six to current 26 sites. The International
LTER network (ILTER, http://www.ilternet.edu/), founded in 1993 to develop a
worldwide program and the infrastructure necessary to facilitate communication and
information management [17], now totals 38 national member networks. Regional
networks such as the European Long-term Ecosystem Research and Monitoring network (LTER-Europe, http://www.lter-europe.ceh.ac.uk) have been developed. Many
have been operating within a research culture characterized by single investigator
studies with strong ties to data and with data sharing only between close associates
[13], and are challenged by changes in scope as well as in attitudes towards open data
sharing and large-scale collaboration. Education in and awareness raising of data
sharing and curation issues is needed among the scientists as well as information
management personnel.
Furthermore, the spectrum of disciplines involved in LTER has increased. During
the first decade of the US LTER program, individual sites focused on long-term research of site natural biomes. In the 1990s, spatial scales expanded and humandominated ecosystems were incorporated; first human-dominated landscapes and agricultural sites, then urban-suburban sites. These extensions first brought in more varied ecological disciplines, followed by extension to social sciences. Within the ILTER
network the diversity of disciplines is even greater; some programs are much more
structured and top-down with a more rigid emphasis on monitoring, whereas other
programs have a greater regional focus and a strong human dimension [3]. For instance, the Finnish Long-Term Socio-Ecological Research network (FinLTSER,
http://www.environment.fi/syke/lter), a recent addition to the International and European networks, has a prominent emphasis on the ’Social’. Four of the initial seven
LTSER platforms have regional scope and explicit inclusion of socio-economic research. From the point of view of information management, the increasing diversity
of disciplines creates more demands on data curation. Each new discipline that is
added to the network brings locally-specific terminology, adding to the integration
challenges already posed.
In addition to a global science pull, there is a technology push of cyberinfrastructure, e-Research, and e-infrastructure [18]. New developments in sensor technology
allow for accumulation of vast amounts of data, much greater than could ever be collected manually. New data encoding, transfer standards, and increased bandwidth
make provision and access to vast datasets possible. These data-related technology
opportunities offer new directions to long-term ecological research that may profoundly change how science is conducted, and thus also require extensive changes in
data curation approaches.
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6 Global Science and Changing Data Practices
Changes in scientific scope together with new organizational arrangements for networking have ramifications for data practices and data curation. The wealth of additional data available from related disciplines and through international collaboration
require automated approaches to data discovery and to data use. However, this expansion in data scope brings with it a plethora of new terms and concepts introduced by
the multilingualism entailed by the introduction of international datasets. Where the
US LTER network is challenged by different terms referring to the same concept, i.e.
Carbon Dioxide vs. CO2, the international community must now also find mechanisms for integration across cultural and linguistic barriers. Clearly identifying a concept as central as a species name becomes an almost insurmountable task in the face
of multiple, slightly differing species lists within each new country.
Working with these semantic issues contributes to a cultural awareness of differences as well as advancing a common scientific landscape with significant policy
consequences. For instance, there are policy ramifications dependent upon the concept of ‘sustainability’ yet the term sustainability in ecology refers to assuring that
available resources are not overused while in social science often refers to the economic viability of a process or a project over time.
The LTER networks provide examples of semantic approaches that have evolved
over time. Current approaches to automated interfacing into or reasoning with data
draw on metadata associated with datasets. Metadata is the term used to describe data
that provides local and general context to data collection programs, studies, datasets,
and data columns. The US LTER Information Manager Committee adopted a nongeospatial metadata standard called the Ecological Metadata Language (EML) [10,
19] as a metadata specification for coordinating data access via a community catalogue (http://knb.ecoinformatics.org/software/metacat/). This standard is currently being established as part of the sites’ data management [20]. While this standard encompasses most topics required for scientific data reuse, it is semantically underdeveloped, allowing each researcher to define their own terms and concepts for metadata annotation. There are currently working groups focusing on coordinating keywords in order to improve searchability of datasets and focusing on dictionary development as a community process rather than a static list. These are mechanisms for
coordinating distributed development and providing continuity over time.
The ALTER-Net project, a Network of Excellence funded within the EU 6th
Framework Programme (http://www.alter-net.info), is at present designing a framework for data and knowledge sharing within the European LTER community [21].
After an initial evaluation of the EML standard defined by the US-LTER, a more semantic approach was planned within Europe. Based on the data management system
used within the Austrian LTER network, a proto-ontological approach to data structuring and administration which has been proven to be effective for a wide range of
LTER related data, the ALTER-Net project is currently working on scaling this solution to the European level while migrating the technology to utilize the emerging Web
Ontology Language (OWL). ALTER-Net has chosen a pragmatic approach to ontologies, leveraging the power of ontological approaches to data structuring, while shying
away from actual knowledge representation as this opens a Pandora’s box of contra-

dictory approaches to LTER science. The ALTER-Net ontology makes strong use of
semantic relations for the description of concepts and their relationships to other concepts; it does not attempt to structure all required concepts within an ontological derivation hierarchy, as this is viewed as not economically feasible. Another concept anchoring this project is the seamless integration of metadata and data based on the philosophy that “one participant’s data is another participant’s metadata, and vice versa”.
The work of ontology-building is a long-term effort being addressed in the US by
the Science Environment and Ecological Knowledge project (SEEK), initiated as a
NSF sponsored effort designed to create cyberinfrastructure for ecological, environmental, and biodiversity research as well as to educate the ecological community
about ecoinformatics. This project focuses both on the knowledge representation aspect of ontologies as well as the data structuring and metadata annotation capabilities
as utilized within the scientific observation ontology OBOE.
As summarized in a US LTER review by information managers of multiple approaches to semantic issues, “semantic work challenges call for development of an
assortment of strategies and collaborative mechanisms – all as part of a coordinated
information infrastructure stretching from the immediate to the long-term” [22]. Initial methods of semantic clarification include the creation of lists of keywords and
controlled vocabularies, relating entities within lists (dictionaries, thesauri and taxonomies), and developing conceptual relations (ontologies).
Ensuring multi-directional communications is necessary for effective infrastructure-building. Technologists work with well-described data collections, encoding
conceptual models in a language that computers use influences. This work influences
and should be influenced by the work of the scientific community. There is much new
work to be done here: scientists are striving to articulate rapidly changing conceptual
models influenced by insights gained from unprecedented availability of multiple
types of information on varying spatial and temporal scales as well as from a growing
diversity of cross-domain analyses; data and information managers are identifying
relevant terms, potential categories, and use patterns.
Data work is further complicated by the continuing development of both knowledge representation and information infrastructure building as well as general technical advances. In the multiple interdependent arenas of science – individual labs,
community repositories, regional or national archives, and networks of efforts – work
with semantic issues is nascent. We are faced with improving interfaces with data
through information systems while at the same time educating ourselves about
knowledge representation and adding to our limited experience with semantic issues.
These multiple approaches to semantic issues address differing temporal spans of
development. We are faced with handling simultaneously the different technical and
social scales of semantic development, from long-term approaches (ontologies) to
quicker methods (vocabularies and dictionaries) that inform ontology work. Human
dimensions associated with the technical work include integrating semantic efforts
and engagements across institutional, organizational, and cultural boundaries with
their differing legacy elements. These dimensions are intertwined with the great expectations placed in proposed solutions. An additional pair of concerns may be identified: that there are more longer-term promises of progress than solutions and that the
financial support required for the attainment of these solutions will either not be
available or will be taken from existing research budgets.
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Achievement of ambitious goals for digital data practices will only be possible
through strong global cooperation. All aspects of the described data process must be
taken into account, starting with the digitization of legacy datasets and accrual of current data, spanning data storage, administration and quality assurance as well as
metadata annotation and mapping of local concepts to global concepts in the form of
standardized reference lists, thesauri and ontologies and including data discovery and
integration tools. Only by working together, each element in the process providing a
specific piece to this vast puzzle, will it be possible to create the cyberinfrastructure
required to face the challenges posed to large-scale science today and in the future.

7 Concluding Words
The LTER program provides an experience-rich, thought-provoking example of data
curation practices as well as an example of how networked data systems are developed. Managing continuity of data practices across sites as well as over the long-term
is at the heart of LTER information management. This paper highlights certain key
features of the data curation process. Features supported by a LTER shared vision include 1) a network-wide understanding of an extended temporal horizon; 2) recognition of managing as a whole the continuity of science, data and information infrastructure; 3) respect for heterogeneities entailed through support of diverse approaches, taking into account multiple timeframes of development; and 4) a sustainable approach to infrastructure through an ecological, long-term community model, in
contrast to a limitless growth or non-sustainable ‘endless frontier’ model of building
information infrastructure (cf. [23]). In addition, some features are supported by the
LTER organizational structure itself: 1) the configuration of networking with different responsibilities at site, national, regional and international arenas, and 2) data
management as part of the research environment with its ongoing commitment to
support science in a bidirectional relationship, in contrast to idealized models that frequently portray data curation as taking place after data collection and submission have
occurred.
A concerted effort is required to manage continuity and engage in data curation for
new science needs while incorporating the sweep of new cyberinfrastructure, eScience, and e-infrastructure development perspectives. With the LTER case study,
there are two inseparable lines of practice in LTER: managing the continuity of digital data and growing a sustainable information infrastructure. LTER data curation requires a comprehensive vision, a continuous and longitudinal endeavor that must plan
for change while assuring continuity. Furthermore, working with data requires making products available in the short-term while establishing processes for data work
over the long-term. There is need for preserving, organizing, and providing access to
long-term data in service of ongoing science conduct while building a sustainable information infrastructure able to handle change – whether it be change in resource,
technical, or semantic structures.
The LTER program provides an example of a network meeting new challenges as
digital landscapes change. New instrumentation for data taking itself changes the way
LTER science is conducted. With regard to increasingly automated data collection,

there is the question of whether it represents a transition from or rather an augmentation of ongoing manual techniques. This cannot be predicted in advance and will require complex negotiations and alignments between related areas over extended periods of time to find suitable combinations, configurations and emphases. Two points
emerge: 1) in addition to creating new practices, we should also study carefully what
is at stake in existing practices (cf. [24]), especially in fields with traditions of manual
data taking. 2) the change from ‘manual data taking’ to ‘automated data life-cycle’
represents a change in the diversity of data streams, requiring different data curation
paradigms (cf. [5]).
As the LTER network grows, however, it also begins to face the challenge that
“data curation needs to be addressed collaboratively at international level” [7].
Emerging semantic frameworks offer solutions to the problems posed by this new
level of diversity, but in themselves also bring new challenges, both on a technological as well as on a social level. How to manage the needed communications in data
curation and develop a global information infrastructure are critical questions that will
depend upon the changing organizational, discipline, and career structures that
emerge. New kinds of partnerships will be required to face this challenge ranging
across technical, socio-technical, social, and domain specific disciplines of LTSER.
The new digital landscape also represents a diversity of ‘knowledge provinces’
[25] with related professional roles and skill sets [4] which illustrate the need to consider not only new types of careers but new types of education and learning environments. Broad vision and sensitivity to change will be required for managing continuity in the changing digital landscape of increasingly global collaboration and associated increasingly diversified data, discipline, research, information management. We
must not stop short of asking: how do we envision the sustainable international learning environment for networks of scientific networks supported by information infrastructures that include comprehensive data curation? In this we see the importance of
cultivating new types of collaboration and cross-fertilization, that in addition to digital data preservation and curation (e.g. [26]), cyberinfrastructure/e-Science include
several research fields such as Informatics, Social Informatics and Computer Supported Cooperative Work (e.g. [24]), Infrastructure Studies (e.g. [27]), and Social
Studies of Science and Technology (e.g. [28]).
There is a vast wealth of data and information available. However, it is up to us to
tap all existing resources, be they the data, technology or knowledge available within
the LTER networks in order to provide a system for the facilitation of a timely response to tomorrow’s questions based on yesterday’s, today’s and tomorrow’s data.
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